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President’s Message
Greetings everyone, or “G'day mate. How y’ goin?” as they
would say down under.. We had a great trip to Australia, but
are glad to be back. There is a full slate of activities ahead of
us - shows, field trips and our meeting in June. I’ve been
told that the club show in May was highly successful with
lots of visitors. Thanks to Robert and Abel Land, Stan
Jones, Jean Scott, Maggie Wilson, Don Urry, Rich Paterson, Karen Fox, Ed Stiles, John Elliott, Aimée Partlow,
Bo Renneckendorf, Reiner Mielke, and Gary Winkler for
their assistance with organizing, advertising, set up, and
running the show. Following the show many enjoyed a tasty
meal at the Duke of Wellington. Maybe we should have club
meals on our regular meeting nights, especially when we
have a guest speaker. And speaking of special speakers,
Brad Wilson gave an excellent talk in the evening of our
show. Unfortunately there was not a good turn out to take
advantage of his dynamic personality and expertise. Perhaps
the day was too long to add this on. One suggestion would be to have a featured speaker the night before at our
regular Friday meeting, followed by the club show the next day. Any thoughts?
At our June show, our guest speaker is Mick Gordon from Guelph on the topic “Caving in Ontario”. He is an
expert spelunker and knows the caves of Ontario very well. Mick is the author of “Rock Watching. Adventures
Above and Below Ontario”. It should be a very interesting talk. Maybe it will spark a caving adventure for the
club? For the mini talk, I will share my experiences fossicking for ‘thunder eggs’ in Tamborine, Queensland. It
sounds exotic but was easier than expected.
We have made an effort to update the club’s constitution. The revised version was circulated at the March meeting and included in a recent RockBlast. A few minor suggestions have been offered and are incorporated in the
final draft. Copies will be available at our regular meeting. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me or others on the executive. We will take a few minutes at the regular meeting in June to vote on this final
version.
Looking forward to seeing you at the next meeting or one of the several field trips that Ray has organized.
----

Gary Partlow
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Pictures from the May Club Show
Photos by André Mongeon.

Brad Wilson at the evening celebrity talk
Karen Fox uses a microscope to
examine a gemstone for inclusions.

Robert Land examines the table of Charles
Gould (fluorescent minerals and geology books).
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Upcoming Meetings
All meetings start at 7:00 PM for trading specimens at the Waterloo Community Arts Centre, 25
Regina St. South, Waterloo. Typical schedule:
7:00 - 7:30 PM:
7:30 - 7:45 PM:
7:45 - 8:00 PM:
8:00 - 8:15 PM:
8:15 - 9:00 PM:

trading and socializing
a “mini-talk” about some aspect of the hobby
announcements
monthly raffle
featured talk

Friday, June 5 2009: Michael Gordon, author of Rockwatching: Adventures Above and Below Ontario, will speak on caves and caving in Ontario. Due to room double booking, the meeting will take
place at the Adult Rec Centre, Room 1, 185 King Street South, Waterloo, starting at 7 PM.

Upcoming Events
On Saturday, June 6, 2009 our club will have a field trip to the Flamborough Quarry. Meet at the entrance at 8 AM; trip will be from 8 AM to 12 Noon. Confirm with field trip leader Ray Lehoux, 519
822-8523, before the day of the trip. Safety equipment must be worn. The quarry is at 685 Brock
Road (just north of Highway 5), Flamborough, Ontario.
Directions: if you are coming from Kitchener you go down Highway 6 towards Hamilton, look for the
water tower, then turn right on Freelton Road (#551). Continue through Freelton and bear right. At this
point the road becomes Brock Road (#504). You will cross highway 97, concession 8W, Safari Road
(#501), concession 6W, concession 5W (#521). Keep going; the quarry will be on your right. If you hit
Highway 5, you have gone too far.
On Saturday, June 20, 2009 our club will have a field trip to the Marmoraton Quarry in Marmora, Ontario. Meet at the entrance at 9 AM; trip will be from 9 AM to 4 PM. Confirm with field trip leader
Ray Lehoux, 519 822-8523, before the day of the trip. Kids are welcome on this trip.
On Saturday, June 20, 2009 the Niagara Peninsula’s Geo-Venture, the Gem and Mineral Show and
Sale takes place at the Beamsville Fairgrounds. Under the grandstand, Saturday, 10 AM - 5 PM. Take
the Ontario Street exit from the QEW. Rocks, gems, minerals, fossils, lapidary and jewellery demonstrations. Kids’ exhibits. Free parking, door prizes. Admission by donation. For more information,
call (905) 994-0477 or (905) 935-6791.
On Sunday, June 28, 2009 our club will have a field trip to the Guelph Quarry. From downtown
Kitchener, take Victoria St. N.(Highway 7) and in Guelph turn right on Imperial road. Continue on Imperial until it hits Wellington. Turn left on Wellington, then look for the 2nd right on an unnamed road
that has a sign for Guelph DoLime, the Guelph Humane Society, and the City of Guelph Waste Water
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Treatment Plant. Continue on this road 0.5 km to quarry entrance (stay left when passing Humane Society). Meet there at 12 Noon sharp! Field trip is from 12 Noon to 4 PM. For more information,
contact Ray Lehoux at (519) 822-8523.
On July 17-19 2009, the Sudbury Rock & Lapidary Society presents their 26th Annual Gem & Mineral
Show at the Carmichael Arena, Bancroft Drive, Sudbury, Ontario. Friday, 5 PM - 9 PM; Saturday, 10
AM - 6 PM; Sunday, 10 AM - 5 PM. For more information, call (705) 522-5140 or visit
http://www.ccfms.ca/Clubs/Sudbury/show.htm.
On Saturday July 26 2009, the Bancroft Gem and Mineral Club holds their 13th annual Mineral Capital Gem and Mineral Show, 10 AM - 4 PM, Bancroft Legion Hall, Station St., Bancroft, Ontario. Mineral specimens, jewellery, lapidary material, exhibits, displays, demonstrations, door prizes, silent auctions, grand live auction, free gem identification.
On July 30-August 2 2009 the 46th Annual Rockhound Gemboree will take place at the North Hastings Community Centre, Bancroft, Ontario. Canada's largest gem & mineral show brings together
over 110 dealers of fine mineral specimens, gemstone jewellery, and lapidary supplies. Highlights of
the show include gold panning booth, rock and mineral talks with geologists from Natural Resources
Canada, a swapping area, a mineral display and expert mineral identification services offered by Malcolm Back of the Royal Ontario Museum, and geologist-led mineral collecting field trips.
Also running in conjunction with the Rockhound Gemboree is the Mineral Capital Stone Carver's
Show. This show reaches out to sculpture exhibitors, suppliers of stone and equipment, plus artists of
all levels of experience. There will be booths for artists to display and sell their work, outdoor sites to
carve before the public, plus workshops for artists to learn about techniques and style development.
On September 19-20 2009, the Gem & Mineral Club of Scarborough hosts their annual show, “Wonders of the Earth”. Saturday, 10 AM - 6 PM; Sunday 11 AM - 5 PM. Don Montgomery Community
Centre, 2467 Eglinton Ave. E., Toronto (at Kennedy subway). Rocks, minerals, fossils, gems, dealers,
demonstrations, displays. For more information, call (416) 282-5319 or (416) 438-8908 or visit
http://www.scarbgemclub.ca .
On October 3-4 2009, the 1st Annual Ancaster Gem, Mineral, Bead & Jewellery Show takes place at
the Ancaster Fairgrounds, 630 Trinity Road, Ancaster, Ontario (corner of Highways 52 and 53). Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM; Sunday 10 AM to 5 PM. Admission $5; under 12 free. Demonstrations, specimens, lapidary equipment, tools, beads & supplies, classes. Presented by Robert Hall Originals. F or
more information, phone (519) 488-1236 or (800) 360-2813. E-mail:
rockshow@roberthalloriginals.com .
On October 24-25 2009, the University of Waterloo Earth Sciences Museum hosts their Annual Gem
and Mineral Show. Show theme: “Fossils and Minerals of Ontario”. 10 AM - 5 PM, Earth Sciences
Building, University of Waterloo. For more information, call (519) 888-4567, ext. 32469.
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Natural Glass
by André Mongeon

One of the first materials used to imitate diamond was glass. Since then, the term "glass" to many
people has been virtually equal to "a cheap fake". Gem and mineral collectors usually spend at least
some of their time trying to determine if the stones they have are glass or not. But having glass in your
collection is not always bad; some types of glass are perfectly
natural.
Glass, in mineralogical terms, is generally described as a type
of rock that has absolutely no crystalline properties (amorphous). This is usually a result of molten rock cooling so rapidly that crystals do not have time to form. The melting being
a natural phenomenon, there are only a few things that can be
the source of the heat required. Volcanic activity, impacts of
objects from space and lightning all provide adequate heat to
melt rock.
Lava that rapidly cools can form obsidian. It tends to be dark
brown to black (often opaque) and is rich in silica. Gas bubbles can get trapped in obsidian, as can other minerals that did
not completely melt. When enough gas is trapped it becomes
a glass foam known to many people as pumice. Black obsidian with white inclusions is often sold as
"snow-flake" obsidian. Obsidian can be worked into very sharp shards. For that reason it has been
used by many ancient peoples for cutting tools and arrowheads. Obsidian can be made into an edge
sharper than surgical steel. Basaltic lava can cool to form a greenish-yellow material like that found in
Hawaii. "Pele's hair" is almost like a non-crystalline peridot that looks much like fibreglass insulation
(just not pink). "Pele's tears" are
small tear-shaped pieces of basaltic
glass.
"Apache tears" are also a form of
obsidian. They tend to look almost
black and opaque but can be a transparent to translucent smokey brown
when held up to bright light. Legend
states that these are tears shed for
fallen Apache warriors, hence the
name. They are of volcanic origin.
Rock can melt when a substantial
object from space either collides
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with the ground or explodes just above it (air burst).
When these large impacts occur there is usually very
little left of the object as they are vaporized. Some
of the material is incorporated into the surrounding
rock, including rare isotopes not generally found on
the earth's surface but are often present in rocks
from space. Craters tend to be many times larger
than the impacting object. Some of the crater material is vaporized upon impact but much more of it is
either melted or thrown into the air un-melted. Tektites are though to be formed from the melted rock
"splash" that cools before it hits the ground. Shapes
of recovered tektites can resemble rain drops, balls,
barbells or buttons, shapes that blobs of liquid can
from while moving through the air at speed. Tektites merely froze in flight, retaining these shapes. Their composition is that of common earth rock
with the occasional addition of some of the rare isotopes donated from the space object. Tektites are
found in certain concentrated places
and are often named according to
their location. Much research is being done in trying to find the impact
sites where these tektites originated
from.
It has been theorized by some that
tektites originated from volcanic
eruptions or impacts of meteorites on
the moon. Neither seems likely. The
moon has not been volcanically active for a very long time. It does not
seem plausible that tektites fell billions of years ago and are found only
in specific areas today. Material has
been blasted into space off the moon
as a result of meteorite strikes, but
these are recovered as meteorites
themselves. A volcanic origin form
earth is more likely because there
has been far more volcanic activity
here than on the moon. In any case,
tektites do not look like meteorites.
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Meteorites found today are never solid glass with these shapes.
Moldavite is a type of glass thought to be a type of tektite. It is found around the Moldau river in the
Czech republic. It often has a distinct green colour. Many pieces also have distinct type of etched look
on their surface. The impact crater is thought to be in Germany. Another type of glass is found in the
Sahara desert between Egypt and Libya. Often sold as “Libyan desert glass”, it is found in much larger
pieces than either tektites or Moldavites. It is not found in the shapes that tektites are. It is usually
found as sand polished chunks lying in the sand. Many scientists believe that a comet or asteroid
caused the formation of this glass. The object likely blew up in the atmosphere creating a fireball many
times that of any thermonuclear bomb ever invented. The heat from this event melted the sand and it
rapidly cooled to form this most unique glass. In a nuclear test in 1945 the sand was melted in a similar fashion. A type of glass, known as “trinityite” formed a thin crust in the area of the test. This glass
is paper thin. The Libyan glass can be centimeters thick, giving insight into the catastrophic power of
an asteroid air burst.
One other natural glass is caused by lightning strikes. Lightning can melt soil and sometimes even
rocks. Glasses formed in this way are called fulgurites. Lightning can take a somewhat erratic path
through the air. This path continues to be erratic below the ground as the charge dissipates. Fulgurites,
with their odd shapes, are almost like photographs of the lightning’s path. Small pieces tend to be solid
but larger ones often have hollow cores where the parent material was vaporized. Natural fulgurites are
most easily found after a witnessed lightning strike. Occasionally there are man-made fulgurites found,
caused when high-voltage power lines hit the ground. While interesting, they are about as real as the
glass diamonds mentioned at the beginning of this article.
Remember, glass does not always mean a cheap fake. Natural glass can be some of the most interesting rocks that you can find. Anyone considering buying fulgurites should contact the editor of this
news letter. He recovered some fulgurites after a witnessed lightning strike in Oswego, New York last
year.
Natural obsidian varies in colour from black to dark grey to dark brown but it may occasionally have a
slight greenish or light greyish tint. "Rainbow obsidian" is also quite dark but exhibits a faint play of
colours when cut and polished into spheres, eggs or cabochons . This effect is caused by minute gas
bubbles in this type of obsidian and is completely natural. Rainbow obsidian is not the same as
rainbow-coloured obsidian. Beware of anything very red, blue or green labelled as obsidian. Natural obsidian is never found in these colours, only man-made glass is. Even if it is declared as manmade, some sellers often say that real obsidian (supposedly from such places as Mount St. Helens) was
melted down and coloured to make this material. While this is possible, it is very unlikely to be the
case. It would take far higher temperatures to melt natural obsidian than to melt man-made glass, making this process expensive. In addition, "re-melted" obsidian is virtually indistinguishable from ordinary glass. In short, none of it is natural obsidian and most of it doesn't even contain any natural obsidian at all. It is usually just plain man-made glass.
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The Newmarket Meteorite

Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and
Mineral Club

The search is on for fragments from a meteor
that was tracked to Newmarket, Ontario on
March 15 at 8:30 PM. Five cameras from the
Canadian network tracked a meteor, which
may have landed between Newmarket and
Lake Simcoe.

Mailing Address:
Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and Mineral Club
c/o Reiner Mielke
Waterloo Community Arts Centre
25 Regina St. S.,
Waterloo, ON N2J 1R8 Canada

Phil McCausland, PostDoctoral Fellow at the
Centre for Planetary Science & Exploration at
the University of Western Ontario said,
“Based on analysis of the network video records of the event, the fireball's moderate
brightness and how it slowed down towards
the end of its entry indicate that it is likely to
have produced some meteorites on the
ground.

Officers:
Co-Presidents:
Gary Winkler (519) 888-9859
Gary Partlow (519) 863-6515
Treasurer: Reiner Mielke (519) 7299261
Publicity: Stan Jones (519) 658-4394
and
Donna Hollander (519) 571-1418

“The total delivered mass is probably no more
than a few hundred grams and could be in one
piece or many smaller fragments. Recovering
a meteorite from this event would be very
helpful because we can put it in a solar system
context.”

Field Trip Chairman:
Ray Lehoux (519) 822-8523
Newsletter Editor: Jeffrey Shallit (519)
743-8754

Anyone who finds meteorite fragments is encouraged to contact The ROM’s Mineralogy
Department.

Kid’s Club Coordinator: Robert Maric
(519) 745-7717

(Portions excerpted from the University of
Western Ontario’s press release,
http://communications.uwo.ca/com/western_n
ews/stories/do_you_have_a_meteorite_in_you
r_backyard?_20090429444221/ .

Club Website:
www.calaverite.com/kwgmc
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Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and Mineral
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